
 
 
 

CONVERSE UNVEILS CHUCK MODERN LUX, 
THE EVOLUTION OF MODERN DESIGN 

 
DRAWING INSPIRATION FROM CONVERSE’S SPORTS HERITAGE, CHUCK MODERN 

DEBUTS LIGHTWEIGHT DESIGN AND NEWNESS FOR TODAY 
 
BOSTON (February 7, 2017) – Transformed with leading lightweight modern design, CONVERSE 
unveils the Chuck Modern collection, a contemporary celebration of a Converse icon inspired by the 
brand’s 108-year old history. The Chuck Modern fuses Converse’s rich sports heritage with leading 
technology and innovation to create a sneaker collection that is modern, lightweight and an entirely new 
evolution to the iconic Chuck Taylor All Star family.  
 
Launching throughout the Spring/Summer 2017 season, the Chuck Modern collection includes the Lux, 
East vs. West, Chuck Modern Colors, and Future Canvas, collections in Spring and Breathable and 
Future Mesh collections in Summer. 
 
Chuck Modern Lux is the first installment and most premium offering from the collection, elevating 
Converse’s take on innovation through a luxury lens. Offering superior details including a molded supple 
leather upper, toe cap with monochrome leather and embossed Chuck Taylor All Star patch into the 
upper, the Lux collection provides a premium, stylish sneaker for whatever the occasion.  
A wardrobe staple, the Chuck Modern Lux is the perfect complement to elevate any outfit – whether a 
pair of slacks or a red-carpet ensemble. With the addition of a one-piece Phylon bottom with classic 
Chuck Taylor All Star details, the latest collection is also made to keep up with active lifestyles, providing 
lightweight cushioning for all day movement.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The Converse Chuck Modern Lux collections will be available exclusively online and in stores at KITH 
and BLENDS on February 9, 2017 and Converse retail stores and on Converse.com on February 17, 
2017 for a suggested retail price of $140. 

 
About Converse 
Converse Inc., based in Boston, Massachusetts, is a wholly owned subsidiary of NIKE, Inc. Established in 
1908, the Converse brand has built a reputation as “America’s Original Sports Company”™ and has been 
associated with a rich heritage of legendary shoes such as the Chuck Taylor® All Star® shoe, the Jack 
Purcell® shoe and the One Star® shoe. Today, Converse offers a diverse portfolio including lifestyle 
men's, women's and children’s footwear, apparel and accessories and is sold globally by retailers in over 
160 countries. For more information, please visit http://news.nike.com/converse and follow @converse. 
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